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Abstract— In this paper, the lighthttp is media server which 

provides the facility to download, upload and stream media 

files. While uploading the media files, lighthttp stores the 

media files in 2MB chunks. Each chunk has some header 

and footer which identify the specific chunk. When all the 

chunks are uploaded, lighthttp invokes specific plugin to 

process these chunks and accumulate all the chunks. There 

are several Plugins in lighttpd for different type media files 

and requirement. In our case we are using Django plugin. 

When Django receive all the chunks from lighthttp server, It 

start processing chunk by chunk, remove the header and 

footers and combine all the chunks. Another enhancement is 

maximum size to be uploaded. The default lighttpd supports 

maximum file as 2GB and that is limited due to integer size. 

We used long data type to increase the maximum file to 

2^64 bytes which we can consider as of now as unlimited. 

Remember, the whole lighttpd as multiple places was using 

integer and also all the Plugins uses same data types. To 

modify this change, we have to modify all the places of 

lighthttp and all the Plugins. 

Keywords: Low lighttpd media server, Django algorithm, 

Chunk size. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Lighttpd, or Lighty, as it is affectionately called, is an 

extensible, modular, low-footprint, single-threaded, high 

performance, web server that will happily run on small 

servers, and outperform an Apache server or Microsoft IIS 

in most settings. Lighttpd powers many large sites, such as 

the YouTube video download servers and the image upload 

server of Wikipedia. At the time of this writing, Lighttpd 

has the fifth place in the net craft web server top ten. The 

plugin architecture encourages developing custom modules 

and trying new ideas. The development community around 

Lighttpd is friendly, helpful and pragmatic, and the 

documentation, though a little scattered, is quite thorough, if 

you know where to look. 

Lighthttp is one such media server which is used in 

embedded system. Clients are using this server in most the 

network devices. In their Wi-Fi hard drive project also they 

were using lighthttp media server. The lighthttp is media 

server which provides the facility to download, upload and 

stream media files. While uploading the media files, 

lighthttp stores the media files in 2MB chunks. Each chunk 

has some header and footer which identifies the specific 

chunk. 

When all the chunks are uploaded, lighthttp 

invokes specific plugin to process these chunks and 

accumulate all the chunks. There are several Plugins in 

lighttpd for different type media files and requirement. In 

our case we are using Django plugin. When Django receive 

all the chunks from lighthttp server, it start processing chunk 

by chunk, remove the header and footers and combine all 

the chunks. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig. 1: Block Diagram 

Above figure illustrates that how the lighttpd media 

server environment should be established. User have to 

upload a data in video format at html form .In below figure 

the detailed diagram of how the concept should be 

established in real time system. 

III. PROJECT BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In the default lighttpd media server , following activities 

happen for a file upload. 

By default lighttpd media server stays in “connect” 

stateLighttpd media server enters in connect “Request Start 

”state when a new upload request comes from client .This is 

transient state and just after setting time stamps and 

incrementing request count,lighttpd moved in “request read” 

state. 

Lighttpd receives all headers of upload request in 

“Request Read” state andthen it moves in “Request End” 

state.“Request End” is also a transient state where parsing of 

header data is done know the type of request. If the request  

has content i.e. POST data, then state moves in “Read Post”, 

otherwise it moves in “Handle Request” state. While parsing 

the request, it also receives the length of content data. 

In “Read Post” state, Lighttpd receives the POST data(actual 

upload content + Boundary + File name, URI, owner ID 

etc.) and keep writing in temporary files of size 

approximately 2 MB.When whole data is received, it moves 

in “Handle Request” state. 

In “Handle Request”, lighttpd checks the available 

plugins and see who can handle the request, and then it 

passed the request to appropriate plugin to handle the 

request.  If there is no plugin to handle the request ,then 

request is ignored and connection and closed. In this case 

here using fastcgi as plugin ,so request to send to fastcgi 

plugin which has Django as backend.Hence finally request 

is served by Django. 
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Fig. 2: Project Block Diagram 

Django, parse the temporary files to get boundary, 

filename, URI and owner ID. After extracting the above 

information it assemble the remaining actual upload content 

in single file and move in appropriate location .It is the place 

where Django takes more than 1 minute to parse and 

assemble file of  size more than 600MB. 

IV. LIGHTTPD IN RESPONSE STATE 

After doing above task,lighttpd moves in “response start” 

state.In “response start” state, lighttpd create the HTTP-

response-header which will be send to client as response. 

Lighttpd uses the same plugin which handled the 

request in “Handle Request” state to prepare the response. 

Here, it is done by fastcgi and intern Django. 

When the response is prepared, state is moved to 

“write” state , where lighttpd sends the response to client. 

Once response has been sent to client , state is changed to 

“response end” state. 

“Respond End” is transient state which decides 

what to do next. It is again handled by same plugin. For 

example if there is further request from client for same 

connection then handle that moving the state “request start” 

state. 

If there is no further request and move the state to 

“close” state which cleans all the resources allocated for 

connection and put the lighttpd in “connect” state and which 

stays in same state until new request comes 

V. MODIFICATION DONE IN LIGHTTPD FOR HANDLING 

TIMEOUT FOR UPLOAD MORE THAN 600MB 

All the state remains same except when a diversion from 

“Read Post” state to “Response Start”. When the request has 

POST data(i.e. Lighttpd in “read Post” state), here check the 

feasibility if there can handle the upload in Lighttpd 

itself(not using plugging like fastcgi and Django). 

If the request can be handled in lighttpd itself then 

post chunk is passed to determine the boundary ,Filename , 

URI, owner ID etc. and then all the content of actual upload 

is stored in single file file .When the receive the last post 

chunk ,it pass it again to check if it has boundary, URI, 

owner ID etc. may be either present in first chunk or last 

chunk. 

Once it has passed the last chunk post chunk it has 

full upload content in single file also have URI, owner ID 

etc. flags. It move the upload file based on these flags and 

prepare the response and move the lighttpd state in 

“Response Start”state.Remaining things will be handled as it  

was done in default. 

VI. MODIFICATION DONE IN LIGHTTPD FOR HANDLING 

TIMEOUT FOR UPLOAD MORE THAN 2GB 

By default, Lighttpd handle upload of size less than 2GB. 

There were two modifications required to handle the upload 

of more than 2GB. 

Increase the value of SSIZE_MAX to 

(2^64>>1).By default it was (2^32>>1). 

Use “strtoull ()” to convert request length received 

in “Request End” state which returns 64 bit value. By 

default “strtoul()” was returning 32 bit values and hence any 

request size of larger than 4GB/2 was treated as -1 and 

hence not  handled. 

VII. PROBLEM 

Under heavy load some FCGI processes segfault. Here first 

suspected the fcgi library, but after a bit of fiddling (core 

debugging) and found out it's actually the psycopg on my 

system that segfaults. So you might have more luck (unless 

you run Debian Sarge, too). 

Performance behind a front apache isn't what I 

would have expected. A lighttpd with front apache and 5 

backend FCGI processes only achieves 36 requests per 

second on my machine while the django-admin.py 

runserverachieves 45 requests per second! (still faster than 

mod_python via apache2: only 27 requests per second) 

VIII. SOLUTION 

The separation of the two FCGI scripts didn't work right. 

Now I don't match only on the .fcgi extension but on the 

script name, that way /admin/ really uses the myproject-

admin.fcgi and /polls/ really uses the myproject.fcgi.Another 

way that goes into more details with regard to load 

distribution. 

IX. RESULT 

 

Fig. 3: Before compilation time at final step 

Total Time = (Receiving Time + Sending Time +    

Blocking Time + Waiting Time) 

              = 5.291 + 169.150 + 110.611 + 5.291ms 

              = 290.343 ms 
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Fig. 4: After compilation time at final step 

Total Time = (Receiving Time + Sending Time +    

Blocking Time + Waiting Time) 

  = 5.291 + 201.206 + 0.827 + 40.163ms 

  = 247.487 ms 

X. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

From the previous chapter using the time analysis data the 

conclusion comes out that the total time saving in 30MB 

video file is 42.86 ms (290.343- 247.487). This is 

approximate 15% less than conventional method.  And 

furthermore it will be implemented on various hardware like 

raspberry PI board, beagle bone, etc. for real time system.   
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